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Abstract
The Development of Islamic Banking Industry in Indonesia relatively shows a good
tendency. In the market, inefficiency would be the great obstacles in head to head to
conventional bank. Despite of efficiency performance in Islamic Bank, Islamic Bank also
must have sharia compliance performance. In doing so, it needed to identify the efficiency
of Islamic Bank in Indonesia and the achievement of maslahah in term of three aspects;
there is education, the creating of justice, and the attainment of welfare. This paper
would try to measure the efficiency of Islamic Banking Industry with Data Envelopment
Analysis (DEA) method and also to evaluate the performance by using Maqasid Sharia
Index (MSI). Banxia Frontier Analyst 3.1 used in the data calculation. The calculation
of the level of Islamic Bank efficiency in this study are relative, not absolute. The result
of this study indicates four main findings, first, Islamic bank involve in quadran 1 is
Islamic bank who reached the highest efficiency and the best performance; there are BMI
and Bank Panin Sharia. Islamic bank involve in quadran 2 is Islamic bank who reached
the highest efficiency and the lowest performance, there are BSM, Maybank Sharia, and
Bank Sharia Bukopin. Islamic bank involve in quadran 3 is Islamic bank who reached
the lowest efficiency and have a good performance, there are BRI sharia, and BCA sharia.
Islamic bank involve in quadran 4 is Islamic bank who reached the lowest efficiency and
the lowest performance, there are Bank Mega Sharia, Victoria Sharia, BNI Sharia, and
BJB Sharia. Contribution of this paper to show the differences between Islamic banks and
conventional banks.

Keywords: maqasid index, efficiency, DEA, Efficiency-Maqasid Quadrant
(EMQ)
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Introduction
The Development of Islamic Banking Industry in Indonesia
relatively shows a good tendency, although seemed too slowly. Islamic
Banking Statistic Data on December 2015 shows that the number of
Islamic Banking in Indonesia has been reached 12 of Islamic Banking, 22
of Islamic Business Units, and 163 of Islamic Financing Bank (BPRS) with
2,301 of total office channeling in Indonesia (Financial Service Authority
[OJK], 2015). Regarding to Global Islamic Finance Report (2015), Islamic
Financial Industry in Indonesia has been in the top seventh of the world
after Iran, Malaysia, Arab Saudi, UAE, Kuwait and Bahrain. Index score
of Islamic Financial Industry in Indonesia 2015 is 24.7 in the scale of 100
and ranked 7th in the world.
Regardless of the data, target in 2016 which was formulated by
Bank Indonesia to achieve 5% of market share was not satisfied. The
growth occurs in Islamic Bank was not much better than the growth of
market share it self. Market share target of Islamic Bank in 2015 that was
not sufficient is become a phenomenon to evaluate the performance of
whole Islamic Banking efficiency in Indonesia. There are some obstacles
such as competitions, conversion process from Islamic Business Unit into
Islamic Banking, and then it would be so many investment values to be
expended. As a result, inefficiency would be the great obstacles in head to
head to conventional bank.
Komaryatin (2006) explained that if the change of financial
structures is occurred rapidly, then it is important to identify the cost
efficiency and income. In the end of this year (2015), Islamic Banking
has increased in asset and financing (see picture 1), so it’s needed an
investigation (research) related to the efficiency of Islamic Bank in
Indonesia. This is all cause, great value of asset or financing haven’t been
showing great efficiency yet, to achieve maximum efficiency score, the
Vol. 2 No. 2, May - August 2017
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financial proportion in the bank must be sufficient with their need. The
increasing of asset and financing in Islamic Bank can be showed in the
picture 1, below:

Picture 1: The Graph of Islamic Banking Asset and Financing in
Indonesia
Despite of efficiency performance in Islamic Bank, Islamic
Bank also must have sharia compliance performance. Omar Mohamed
in his research has formulated a beneficial measurement to evaluate the
performance of Islamic Bank, which was developed based on maqasid
sharia principles in order to establish a measurement of Islamic Bank
in accordance with its objectives. Performance measurements of Islamic
Bank not only focus on earnings and others financial measurement,
but also infused another values from banking that reflects non profit
benefit measurement in accordance to Islamic Banking objectives. The
results of this research establish a financial performance measurement of
Islamic Banking, called maqasid sharia index. This model has been widely
implemented in some of literature reviews to measure Islamic Banking
performance in several countries.
Vol. 2 No. 2, May - August 2017
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Maqasid Sharia Index was developed according to the three main
factors; there are individual educations, the creating of justice, and the
attainment of welfare. Three of these factors are complied with the main
objective of maqasid sharia, is “Achieving the welfare and avoiding the
worse”. Three of these goals are universal, and then it must be set as the
main goal and operational basic for each public accountable entity, not
only Islamic Bank but also Conventional Bank. Maqasid Sharia Index is
also related to welfare to all of stakeholders, such as shareholders or the
owner of corporate. According to the background of this research as has
been stated above, then it needed to identify the efficiency of Islamic Bank
in Indonesia and the achievement of maslahah in term of three aspects,
there are education, the creating of justice, and the attainment of welfare.
Efficiency is the most important thing for business entity.
Efficiency concept is defined as doing something correctly (doing the thing
right). Efficiency concept usually associated with the way of corporate in
achieve its goals. Therefore, efficiency concept usually measured by using
cost aspect as input and profit as output. Business entities are also trying
to minimize cost until the minimum level to produce maximum output
(profit).
Nopirin (1997) explained hat efficiency is the absence of waste
cost. Komaryatin (2006) stated that efficiency is the ratio of output and
input, which is associated to maximum output achievement and some
inputs. It means that if ratio of output and input are increased, means that
the higher efficiency is achieved, and then we can conclude that efficiency
is using of best input to produce output. Efficiency concept is coming from
micro economic concept, production theory. Production theory tried to
maximize profit or minimize cost from producer view. Production theory
explained the production frontier curve, which describe the correlation
of input and output from production process. Production frontier curve
Vol. 2 No. 2, May - August 2017
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represents the maximum output level from each input using, and also
represent the use of technology from a producer or industry (Ascarya and
Yumanita, 2007).
Ascarya, dkk (2008) explained that frontier approach is more
superior because the use of this technical program or statistics to reduce
the effect from the difference of input price and other exogenous factors in
influencing the observed performance. Frontier approach are divided into
two kinds, there are: parametric approach and non-parametric approach.
Stochastic Frontier Approuch (SFA), Thick Frontier Approuch (TFA) and
Distribution Free Approuch (DFA) are kinds of parametric approaches,
while Data Envelopment Approuch (DEA) and Free Disposable Hull (FDH)
are kinds of non-parametric approaches (Syakir, 2004). Hadad et al (2003)
also stated that, eventually parametric and non parametric approaches are
used; they will establish the same result if analyzed samples are the same
unit and using the same process productions. In economic theory, there
are two kinds of efficiency; there are economic efficiency and technical
efficiency. Economic efficiency is describing macro economy, while
technical efficiency is describing micro economy. Technical efficiency
measurement is only applied in one technical and operational relationship
in process using of input into output.
Hada et al (2003) explained that there are three approaches are
widely used in parametric and non parametric approaches to define
the correlation of input and output in financial activities of financial
institutions, there are: asset Approach, Production Approach, and
Intermediation Approach. This research is using intermediation approach,
because to consider the main function of bank as financial intermediation
which is collect the fund from surplus unit and distribute the fund to deficit
unit. Other considerations are the main characteristic of bank is doing the
quality of asset transformation (qualitative asset transformer) from funding
Vol. 2 No. 2, May - August 2017
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which funded, even though there is no common agreement to determining
current approaches used, to determine input and output variables. The
question of this study is “Why Banking Industry in Indonesia relatively
shows a good tendency? How the efficiency of Islamic Bank in Indonesia
and the achievement of Maslahah in term of three aspects; education, the
creating of justice, and the attainment of welfare?”
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is the development of linier
programming according to measurement technical of relative performance
from unit group input and output. DEA is a procedure which is specially
formulated to measure relative efficiency a business unit (corporate) with
the use of some inputs and outputs, and to combine of all these inputs and
outputs are not suitable. Business unit relative efficiency is an efficiency of a
corporate compared with other corporate in samples (a group of corporate
are compared each other) by using the same of input and output variables.
DEA is developed by Farrel (1957) by converting the measurement
of technical efficiency using one input and one output being a multiple
input and output, using relative efficiency value as input ratio (single virtual
input) and output (single virtual output) (Giuffrida and Gravelle, 2001;
Lewis et, al. 1999; Sutawijaya and Lestari, 2009). DEA counts technical
efficiency for all units. Efficiency score for each unit are relative, related to
efficiency rank from other units in samples. Every single unit in samples is
considered to have a positive efficiency score, and the value is between 0 to
1, and 1 reflects the perfect efficiency of a business unit. Business unit with
the score of efficiency is 1 (perfect efficiency) are used to create efficiency
frontier envelope. Meanwhile, other units in envelope show inefficiency
units (Haddad, dkk, 2003).
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Komaryatin (2006) argues that DEA can be used to measure
efficiency scale. Technical efficiency total is defined as the form of
increasing the sample proportion of output that to achieve the company
target by consuming the same quantity of input if operated by constant
returns to scale (CRS) assumptions. Pure technical efficiency measurement
occurs by increasing output and using technology with variable returns to
scale (VRS) assumptions. Finally, efficiency scale could be counted by ratio
from technical efficiency scale total to pure technical efficiency scale. If
the efficiency scale is equal to 1, then the company is operated with CRS
assumption, otherwise, if the efficiency scale is vary then the company is
operated with VRS assumption.
Maqasid Sharia Index
Literally, maqasid sharia is consists of two word; maqasid and
shari’. Maqasid is plural from maqshud which means goals and shari’ means
the way to the source (study on maqosid syariah, 2013). In other terms,
maqasid al-syariah means the goal from Islamic law. Ahmad Raysuni
defined Maqasid Sharia as the objectives determined by Allah SWT to
realize the maslahah of ummah (Raysuni, 1992). Muhammad Al-Yubi
defined maqasid sharia as the meaning and the wisdom that determined by
Allah SWT in His law, special or common, in order to realize the maslahah
of ummah (Al-Yubi, 1998).
From these several expert definitions of maqasid sharia, as has been
mentioned earlier in some of literature review by Omar and Dzuljastri
(2008), we can conclude that the view of Ibnu Ashur related to the goal of
sharia by creating the welfare and avoiding the worse are identically with
the view of Abu Zahrah related to maqasid sharia, and are clearly reduced
to be a few measurement. Abu Zahrah is grouping the objectives of sharia,
included: 1) Tahdhib al-Fard (individual education), 2) Iqamah al-Adl
(creating the justice), 3) Jalb al-Maslahah (welfare achievement).
Vol. 2 No. 2, May - August 2017
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Maqasid Sharia Index (MSI) is known as final goal of sharia that
leads to welfare value and benefit, and also eliminates the suffering (AlJauziiyah, 1973; Yubi 1998; Asyur 2000; Al-Fasy 1993). Maqasid Sharia
Index is performance measurement model of Islamic Banking, which
is complied with the goal and Islamic Banking characteristics. MSI is
developed by three main factors, there are: education, creating the justice,
and welfare achievement. Three of these main factors are designed to
formulate education program and training in order to increase moral value,
so human resource of Islamic Banking are able to develop their skill and
knowledge. Justice means that Islamic Banking has to ensure the honesty
and justice in every transaction and business activity including products,
all free interest activities. Islamic Banking has to develop investment
project and social services to develop society welfare (study on maqosid
syariah, 2013).
There are some weakness appeared if Islamic Bank just focus in
performance measurement from financial aspects. First, by using financial
ratio as the main factors performance measurement, manager will act only
for short term goals not long term. Second, by ignoring non-financial
measurement aspect and fixed assets, it will establish missing view of
manager, now and future. Third, financial performance is conditioned
based on past performance, thus unable to take the company to reach
sustainable goals, only if the main focus from banking activity consists of
benefit value, not only for shareholders but also to other interested user
(Omar and Dzuljastri, 2008). Research conducted by Omar and Dzuljastri
(2008) and other researches related to MSI show (Sanrego and Taufiq,
2012) that MSI approach might be alternative strategies approaches
that could describe how well national banking performance, so it can be
implemented in all comprehensive regulations strategies.
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This research tries to introduce bank’s performance measurement
model according to Maqasid Sharia framework, instead of existing financial
performance measurement. Literature review conducted by Mustofa
Ali (2008) proved that current method to develop Islamic Banking
performance measurement idea according to Maqasid Sharia framework
is Sakaran method (Sakaran, 2000). Operationally, Sakaran method is
able to explain the element which is measured through this research. It
is obviously done by observing dimensions behavior which is described
through explained concept. Those dimensions are translated into reduced
elements and observable and measurable, then could form measurement
indexes. According to Sakaran method, behaviors characteristic are
measured and reduced into a concept, which is notated as (C). Concept
is reduced into some dimensions, and then it will be easily observed and
measured, and notated as (D). So, the dimensions are going to reduced
back into some clearly measured elements, and notated as (E).
As already presented by Ali (2008) related to the example of
Sakaran method, by describing human thirsty behavior. Thirsty behavior
is concept (C) in this method. In order to be able to measured, thirsty
behavior could be observed through how often somebody drink water,
and in this case called (D) dimension. In order to be clearly measured,
dimension is reduced into some measured elements, such as measuring
how many glass of water are consumed to eliminate the thirsty. This is
called by behavior measurement based on character or current criteria in
Sakaran method. Sakaran method could be illustrated by picture 2 below,
where D for dimension and E for element.
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Picture 2: The Graph of Sakaran Method Concept
By using Sakaran method, then the objectives of bank related to
Maqashid Sharia framework included: individual education, creating the
justice, and achieving the welfare, are explained operationally. Every single
objective is translated as concept (C). So, by the current characteristic is
reduced into some measured dimensions (D). This dimension is clearly
reduced into some elements, and will be easily measured (E).
Table 1. Performance Ratio Measurement
Concept
(Goal)

Dimensions

Financial Ratio

Data Sources

E1.
Donation
for
Education

R1. Donation
for Education/
total income

Annual
Report

E2.
Reseach

R2. Research
Cost/total cost

Annual
Report

D2. Adding and
Increasing the new
capability and skill

E3.
Training

R3. Training
Cost/ total cost

Annual
Report

D3. Creating Human
awareness of the
existence of Islamic
Bank

E4.
Publicity

R4. Publicity
Cost/ total cost

Annual
Report

D1. Increasing the
knowledge
1.
Educating
Individual

Elements
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2. Creating
the Justice

3.
Achieving
the Welfare

D4. Justice
Agreement

E5. A Fair
Return

R5. Profit/total
Income

Annual
Report

D5.
Product&Affrodable
Services

E6.
Affordable
Cost

R6.
Uncollectible
Account/total
investment

Annual
Report

D6. Eliminating
Unjustice

E7. Free
interest
Banking
Product

R7. Non interest
income/total
income

Annual
Report

D7. Profitabilities

E8. Profit
Ratio

R8. Net Profit/
total aktiva

Annual
Report

D8. Wealth and
Profit Distributions

E9.
Personal
Income

R9. Zakat/net
profit

Annual
Report

D9. Investment in
Real Sector

E10. Real
Sector
Investment
Ratio

R10. Financing
for investment/
total financing

Annual
Report
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Those ratios are chosen because fulfilled some criteria in this research,
there are:
1. The discussions about the objectives of Islamic bank are considered
closer to the Islamic value and also could be reflected by those ratios.
Dimension and element are easily identified through those goals.
2. Some of literatures review which are inspecting the same problems are
also using the same ratio in measurement, not only for Islamic bank
but also for conventional bank. So it can be implemented in both
institutions (al-Osaymy et al., 2004; Hameed et al., 2006: Ali Khass,
1996).
3. Data are collected by researcher are easier, because the source of data is
banking annual report.
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4. The probability to measure concept implementation of maqasid sharia
is being more accurate by using those ratios.
The ratios which are presented in table 1 have been fulfilled
maqashid sharia criteria. Those ratios descriptions and their correlations
with maqasid sharia framework are:
a. The first goal is individual education described by R1; Donation for
Education/ total income. R2; Research Cost/total cost. R3; Training
Cost/ total cost. R4; Publicity Cost/ total cost. The interpretations of
these four ratios are if ratio value is increasing, or if the allocations of
the fund to fulfill these four indicators are increasing, then the goal
achievement of maqasid sharia in Islamic Bank are also increasing.
b. The second goal is creating the justice, described by R5; Profit/total
Incom. R6; Uncollectible Account/total investment. R7; Non interest
income/total income. The goal of creating the justice by Islamic Bank
and Conventional Bank are better if R5 is getting lower. Means that if
profit accepted by the bank are getting lower compared to total income,
than the banking are valued highly implemented the goal of justice.
As well as R6 is getting lower, then the goal of of justice in national
banking is highly valued. Means if uncollectable financing in national
banking is lower compared to total investment distributed, then the
goal of justice is getting better, because reducing the gap of income
distribution. In otherwise, the achievement of national banking is
considered getting better if R7 are highly valued. Means that if non
interest investment distributed by national banking are increasing
compared to total investment, than the goal of justice is getting better
according to maqasid sharia.
c. The third goal is achieving the welfare (maslahah), described trough
R8; Net Profit/total activa. R9; Zakat/net profit. R10; Financing for
investment/total financing. The goal of welfare would be achieved by
Vol. 2 No. 2, May - August 2017
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national banking only if the value of R8, R9, & R10 is increasing. Means
that if net income, zakat and sector real investment are increasing, then
support of national banking to create the maslahah are increasing.
Efficiency Analysis
Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (1978) developed DEA by method
of constant return to scale (CRS) and then developed by Banker, Charnes
dan Cooper by method of variable return to scale (VRS) and finally popular
with CCR (Charnes-Cooper-Rhodes) and BCC (Banker-CharnesCooper) model. DEA is procedure, specifically formulated to measure
relative efficiency in a bank which is using multiple input and output.
Islamic Banking Efficiency measurement in this research is conducting by
counting the ratio of output and input. Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)
will compute the period of Islamic Bank by using input n to produce
different output m (Komaryatin, 2006). Efficiency in every period of
Islamic Bank is computed by linier programming by maximizing weighted
total output from period of Islamic Bank s. The restricted of total amount
of weighted input must be equal to 1 to all bank, and total output reduced
by weighted total input must be less or equal to 0. It means that all period
of Islamic Bank is considered as well as or below the frontier performance
reference (Komaryatin, 2006).
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) will compute the value of hs, where
hs is the efficiency score for each period of Islamic bank. Data Envelopment
Analysis maximize the value of hs, where hs is sum multiplication between
weight of output i and total output i in s period of Islamic Bank.
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Where:
hs
= bank efficiencys
m
= observed output bank s
n
= observed input bank s
yis
= total output i produced by bank s
xjs
= total input j used bank s
ui
= weighted output i produced by bank s
vj
= weighted input j given bybank sdani computed from 1 tomandj
computed from 1 ton
The formulation above shows the use of one input variable and
one output variable. Efficiency ratio (hs) to be maximized by restricting as
follows (Sutawijaya dan Lestari, 2009):
Max

≤ 1 ; r = 1, ......, N.

Where ui and vj ≥ 0
From the formulation above, where N represent total amount
of bank in samples and r is the type of bank sampled in this research.
Inequality of first formula explained that the ratio of others DMU no
more than 1, meanwhile second formula weighted non-negative (positive).
Ratio value might be varying from 0 to 1. The bank will be considered
as efficient unit only if a ratio value nearly 1 or 100%, otherwise if a
ratio value nearly 0 shows bank efficiency is getting lower. In DEA, every
bank could define their weight and ensure that the chosen weighting will
result the best performance measurement (Sutawijaya and Lestari, 2009).
Banxia Frontier Analyst 3 softwares is used to analyze technical efficiency in
this research, and to measure stability on its efficiency, we used standard
deviation approach, which is computed by formula as follows:
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Where:
S
= Deviation Standard
n
= Total year of analysis
x
= Efficiency Score
Maqashid Syariah Index Analysis
National banking industry performance measurement used in this
study is according to maqasid sharia framework. In this study, ratios used
as already mentioned earlier in table 1 are conducted from literature review
of Mustofa Omar and Dzuljastri (2008). They verify the measurement
used to some of Islamic scholar in Middle east and Malaysia, who are
expert in both studies, Islamic banking studies and conventional banking
studies. Confirmation is conducted in two steps. The first step is doing
in-depth interview to 12 experts of Islamic Banking studies, fiqh (Islamic
law) and Islamic Economic studies related to performance measurement.
The result of interview from 12 experts is they are agreed to the reliability
of this developed instrument. Second step of this research, is verifying
performance measurement which is developed by 16 experts in banking
studies through questionnaire. All experts are expected to answer some
questions related to the weighted given by each ratio, in order to be easily
measured, and re-identifying performance measurement component,
whether it is acceptable and compliance with banking situation. Mean
weighting are given by the experts will be explained in table 2, as follows:
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Tabel 2. Mean Weighting for 3 goals and 10 elements given by
Experts
Goal

Weighted
Mean (scale
100%)

Weighted Mean
(scale 100%)

Elements
E1. Donation for Educations

24

O1.
Education

E2. Research

27

30

E3. Training

26
23
100
30

O2.
Justice

41

O3.
Welfare*

29

E4. Publicity
TOTAL
E5. Affrodable Return
E6. Affordable price of
product
E7. Non interest product
TOTAL
E8. Profit Ratio
E9. Income Distribution
E10. Real Sector Investment
Ratio
TOTAL

*This welfare is included bank and public interest

32
38
100
33
30
37
100

According to 10 ratios as already defined earlier, only 7 ratios are
going to used in determining national banking performance, there are 4
ratios refer to the first sharia objectives (education), and the last 3 ratios
refer to the 3rd sharia objectives (welfare). Others 3 ratios refer to the 2nd
sharia objectives (justice) couldn’t be applied in this research, because
of the constraint of the sample data. There are some ratios used in this
research are included:
a. Donation of education/total income (R1,1)
b. Research cost/total cost (R1,2)
c. Training cost/total cost (R1,3)
d. Publicity cost/ total cost (R1,4)
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e. Net income/total activa (R3,1)
f. Zakat/net income (R3,2)
g. Investment for financing/total financing (R3,3)
Research methodology used in this research is referred to the
research methodology used by Mustafa Omar dan Dzuljastri (2008).
The research conducted by Omar dan Dzuljastri (2008) is using Simple
Addictive Weighted Method (SAW)-(Hwang adan Yoon, 1981). This method
is used to give the weighting, compute the variance and process the rank
for the current data. This method is a decision making method for mutual
attribute (MADM). Decision making must identify the main attribute and
the value of intra attribute. The definition of attribute in this research is
the goals to achieve maqasid sharia in nasional banking industry, and intra
attribute is 10 elements and performance indicators as already mentioned
in table 1. The respondent (decision maker) gives the weighting for every
single attributes and intra attributes in this research. Weighting for every
attribute and intra attribute already presented in the earlier discussion and
has been verified by some experts (see table 2). Performance data could be
accessed through annual report of six sample bank for the year of 20082012.
Decision maker will get the total score from each bank by
multiplying scale rank for every attribute by evaluating existing respondent
for every intra attributes and sum total score for product. Mathematically,
the computation of performance indicator (PI) for the first goal (OI) is
described as follows:
Where,
(OI) is describing the achievement of first goal of maqasid sharia
“education”.
W1,1 is weighting for 1st element from 1st goal (taken form table 2)
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E1,1 is weighting for 1st element from 1st goal (tabel 2)
E1,2 is weighting for 2st element from 1st goal (tabel 2)
E1,3 is weighting for 3st element from 1st goal (tabel 2)
E1,4 is weighting for 4st element from 1st goal (tabel 2)
R1,1 is ratio value from performance ratio based on 1st goal (tabel 3)
R1,2 is ratio value from performance ratio based on 1st goal(tabel 3)
R1,3 is ratio value from performance ratio based on 1st goal(tabel 3)
R1,4 is ratio value from performance ratio based on 1st goal(tabel 3)
So, in the end of computation, then the formula used to measure
performance indicators for each goals are, PI (O1) = PI 1,1 + PI 1,2 + PI
1,3 + PI 1,4………...(2)
Where,
PI 1,1 = W1,1 x E1,1 x R1,1 .............................................. (3)
PI 1,2 = W1,2 x E1,2 x R1,2 .............................................. (4)
PI 1,3 = W1,3 x E1,3 x R1,3 .............................................. (5)
PI 1,4 = W1,4 x E1,4 x R1,4 .............................................. (6)
Performance Indicator for the 3rd goal is described through computation
PI (O3).
Where,
W3,1 is the weighting for the 3rd sharia goal, maslahah (welfare) (table 2)
E3,1 is the weighting for the 1rd element from the 3st goal (tabel 2)
E3,2 is the weighting for the 2rd element from the 3st goal (tabel 2)
E3,3 is the weighting for the 3rd element from the 3st goal (tabel 2)
R3,1 is ratio value from performance ratio based on 3st goal(tabel 3)
R3,2 is ratio value from performance ratio based on 3st goal(tabel 3)
R3,3 is ratio value from performance ratio based on 3st goal(tabel 3)
So, in the end of computation, then the formula used to measure
performance indicators for each goals are, PI (O3) = PI 1,1 + PI 1,2 + PI
1,3 + PI 1,4………...(8)
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Where,
PI 3,1 = W3,1 x E3,1 x R3,1 .............................................. (9)
PI 3,2 = W3,2 x E3,2 x R3,2 .............................................. (10)
PI 3,3 = W3,3 x E3,3 x R3,3 .............................................. (11)
Total overall computation from all performance indicators and
performance ratio for every goal and for every bank describes maqasid
sharia index. In this study, only two goals were used to achieve maqasid
sharia index, and then in formula of maqasid sharia index for this research
is formulated as follows:
MI = PI (O1) + PI (O2) ..................................................... (12)
Or in another word, maqasid sharia index for every bank is total from
performance indicators which is computed based on first and third goal.
Identifying the Efficiency Score
In order to identify the efficiency score of Islamic Bank in Indonesia
then we used Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) method. Decision Making
Unit (DMU) in this research is Islamic Bank Industry along the period
2012-2015. In obtaining the efficiency score from all DMU compared, we
used Banxia Frontier Analyst 3Software. DMU will be stated as efficience
only if that current DMU can reach score value of 1 or 100%, and
otherwise, DMU will be stated as inefficience only if the score value is
below 1 or 100%. Here is the efficiency score of Islamic Bank in Indonesia:
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Picture 3: The Graph of Islamic Banking Efficiency in Indonesia
According to the picture above, we can conclude that efficiency
score of Islamic Bank Industry in Indonesia are varying. Perfect efficiency
was reached by Maybank Sharia in the year of 2011, Panin Sharia in
the year of 2012, and Maybank Sharia in the year of 2013. Whereas in
2014 there is no one of Islamic Bank is in efficient condition. The lower
efficiency value is achieved by Bank Mega Sharia in the year of 2011,
with the efficiency value of 40%. Upcoming result is to identify the mean
value of efficiency and followed by Islamic Banking Industry performance
measurement by Maqashid Shariah Index (MSI).
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Table 3: Efficiency and MSI score of Islamic Bank in Indonesia,
2011-2014

EFFICIENCY
BSM
BMI
BRIS
BNIS
Mega
Panin
BJBS
BSB
BCAS
Maybank
Victoria
Mean

2011
0.64
0.71
0.63
0.54
0.40
0.66
0.53
0.66
0.49
1.00
0.42

2012
0.73
0.81
0.65
0.53
0.49
1.00
0.65
0.73
0.53
0.84
0.45

2013
0.68
0.80
0.68
0.56
0.53
0.82
0.65
0.78
0.61
1.00
0.55

2014
0.61
0.69
0.63
0.53
0.47
0.88
0.63
0.76
0.68
0.90
0.65

Mean
0.67
0.75
0.65
0.54
0.47
0.84
0.62
0.73
0.58
0.94
0.52
0.66

MSI
0.202
0.224
0.208
0.195
0.172
0.254
0.201
0.201
0.212
0.197
0.199
0.206

According to the table above, we can conclude that the biggest
mean value of efficiency is achieved by Maybank Sharia (94%), and the
lowest mean value of efficiency is achieved by Bank Mega Sharia (47%).
The highest performance is achieved by Panin Sharia with the MSI value
254, meanwhile the lowest performance is achieved by Bank Mega Sharia
with the MSI value 172.
Islamic Banking Industry Quadran Analysis
According to this approach, Islamic Bank is grouped into (4)
quadrans based on the score of efficiency category and banking performance
category which is measured by maqashid shariah index, there are high and
low. Efficiency score and stabilities are classified into high and low category
according to the mean value.
Quadran 1 involves the group of Islamic bank with the high
efficiency and high performance, and then it is considered as the best bank
in the group. Quadran 2 involves the group of Islamic bank with the high
efficiency, but in other side has a low performance. It is considered that
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Islamic bank in this 2ndquadran capable to manage the resource and have
enough efficiency rates, but have a less qualified performance. Quadran
3 involves the group of Islamic bank with the low efficiency rates, but in
other side have a good performance. The group of Islamic bank in this
quadran could be considered as an Islamic bank, which doesn’t notice
the efficiency, but focus on performance. Then we can conclude that a
good performance doesn’t represent its efficiency. Quadran 4 involves the
group of Islamic bank with the low efficiency rates, and also has a low of
performance. Islamic bank in this group would be considered as Islamic
Bank which has no capability to manage their resource, so the efficiency is
lower and the performance also worse.
Picture below describe the group of Islamic Bank based on the
computation of CRS efficiency score and performance score from maqasid
sharia perspectives. This picture represents two categories, there are:
efficiency score in y axis, and value of maqasid shariah index (MSI) in x
axis.

Picture 4: Four Quadran of Islamic Banking Industry Based on
Efficiency Score and Maqasid Sharia Index
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Explanation:
Quadran 1 (High Efficiency, High MSI): BMI, Bank Panin Sharia
Quadran 2 (High Efficiency, Low MSI): BSM, Maybank, BSB
Quadran 3 (Low Efficiency, High MSI): BRIS, BCAS
Quadran 4 (Low Efficiency, Low MSI): Mega Sharia, Victoria Sharia,
BNIS, and BJBS.
Picture 4 above represent that in the research period 2011-2014,
there are two Islamic Bank involve in 1stquadran, three of Islamic Bank
involve in 2ndquadran, two Islamic Bank involve in 3rdquadran, and four
Islamic Bank involve in 4thquadran.
The 1stquadran group is Islamic bank with high efficiency and
followed by high performance. Islamic bank involve in this category are
BMI and Bank Panin Sharia. BMI has mean efficiency value is 75% and
MSI index is 0.224, while Bank Panin Sharia has an efficiency rate is 84%
with MSI index is 0.254. So we can conclude that, BMI and Bank Panin
Sharia is the most successful bank in managing the financial potential they
have. In addition, both of these banks have a great integrity to implement
maqasid sharia as Islamic Bank in Indonesia through best performance.
The best performance in Islamic perspective not only referred from profit
aspect, but also there are so many factors that could be considered in
maqasid shariah index. The combination between high efficiency and high
performance make BMI and Panin Sharia Bank as the best bank from
efficiency and maqasid shariah index aspect.
The 2nd quadran group is Islamic bank with high efficiency and
followed by low performance. Islamic bank involve in this category
are BSM, Maybank Sharia, and Bank Sharia Bukopin. BSM has mean
efficiency value is 67% and MSI index is 0.202, while Maybank Sharia has
an efficiency rate is 94% with MSI index is 0.197. BSB has an efficiency rate
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is 73% with MSI index is 0.201. Islamic bank from this group is defined as
Islamic bank which is successful in managing of efficiency but have a low
performance. If viewed from efficiency aspect, BSM, Maybank Sharia, and
BSB has been successes to be an Islamic Bank which involved to the most
efficient bank. It means that three of these banks have good capability to
optimize financial resources to be distributed as financing. Even though,
the performance achieved has not maximal yet, especially the performance
related to sharia performance which measured by maqasid shariah index.
The strategies conducted are to enhance bank performance and not only
viewed from profit earning, but also from others facts of MSI index.
The 3nd quadran group is Islamic bank with the low efficiency and
followed by high performance. Islamic bank involve in this category are
BRI Sharia and BCA Sharia. BRI sharia has mean efficiency value is 65%
and MSI index is 0.208, while BCA sharia has an efficiency rate is 58%
with MSI index is 0.212. Both of these Islamic banks are involved with the
low efficiency score but have a good performance. According to maqasid
sharia perspective, BRI Sharia & BCA Sharia have been successful to
achieve a good performance because of their capability to concern not only
profit oriented but also concern on others factors such as justice, welfare
and education. However, from the side of efficiency, both of these banks
haven’t been achieving a good efficiency score. It means that they need
more good management related to financial resource by Islamic bank, and
it is expected to encourage the successful of bank purposed.
The last quadran is the 4nd quadran group is Islamic bank with the
low efficiency and followed by low performance. Islamic bank involve in
this category are Mega sharia, Victoria sharia, BNI sharia, and BJB sharia.
Mega sharia has mean efficiency value is 47% and MSI index is 0.172,
while Victoria sharia has an efficiency rate is 52% with MSI index is 0.199.
BNI sharia has an efficiency rate is 54% with MSI index is 0.19, while BJB
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sharia has efficiency rate is 62% with MSI index is 0.201. A group of these
Islamic banks are involved with the low efficiency score and performance.
It means that Mega sharia, Victoria sharia, BNI sharia, and BJB sharia
are Islamic bank that have not been able to maximize their potention,
especially related to financial aspect, and also have not been able to reach
a good performance, especially from the sharia perspectives. Then, we
can conclude that they need sufficient and comprehensive evaluation
related to Islamic banking financial management, considering the banking
competitor in Indonesia was increased.
Conclusion
According to the result of this study, then we can conclude that:
Islamic bank involve in quadran 1 is Islamic bank who reached the highest
efficiency and the best performance, there are BMI and Bank Panin Sharia.
Islamic bank involve in quadran 2 is Islamic bank who reached the highest
efficiency and the lowest performance, there are BSM, Maybank Sharia,
and Bank Sharia Bukopin. Islamic bank involve in quadran 3 is Islamic
bank who reached the lowest efficiency and have a good performance,
there are BRI sharia, and BCA sharia. Islamic bank involve in quadran 4 is
Islamic bank who reached the lowest efficiency and the lowest performance,
there are Bank Mega Sharia, Victoria Sharia, BNI Sharia, and BJB Sharia.
For future research, efficiency analysis can be conducted by others
mehod, so the result would be compared, and the data used must be
updated in order to achieve the update research result. While for Islamic
Bank Industry, needed a comprehensive understanding related to a good
performance concept from maqasid sharia aspects. This comprehensive
understanding reached in order to maintain the objectives of Islamic
Banking, that not only profit would be the success measurement, but there
are some others important measurement to rate the success of bank.
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